Discover the unseen champions of the sports world. Build your own sports complex!
CREATE YOUR PLAYING SURFACE

Which surface will you choose for your sports complex?
Which surface will you choose for your sports complex?
Combine two games or create your own!

Twist the balloon stick to move your player!
ADD BLUE CELLOPHANE TO CREATE A SWIMMING POOL!

Did you know Black and Decker's invention helps connect materials to keep structures standing strong?
Get your ball & players to move.
USE NETTING AND BALLOON STICKS TO CREATE A NET!

CHECK WITH YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR EQUIPMENT HOW-TO TIPS!
Press down on the end of the stick to launch the ball!

Flip the paddle to hit a home run!
Place your player here to act as a goalie!

Did you know that thanks to Zamboni, ice resurfacing went from taking a crew of five an hour and a half to taking one person 15 minutes?
What equipment will you make?
Did you know that Kevlar® Fiber is five times stronger than the same weight of steel?
Did you know that Bowerman used his waffle iron to make the first prototype of his athletic shoe sole?
Cut holes in your box to create one-of-a-kind obstacles!
ADD A MASCOT!

Don't forget to name and trademark your mascot!
Don’t forget to name and trademark your mascot!
ADD LIGHTING

Latimer invented a light bulb filament that was more durable, affordable, and longer lasting.
Use straws, balloon sticks, clay, and items from the Inventor Supply Room to create lights!
CREATE A CONCESSION STAND

WHAT WILL THE FANS BUY AT YOUR SPORTS COMPLEX?
Cut a hole in the box to create a window for your concession stand!
Did you know, Henry also invented a valve for inflatable objects like the ones used in footballs and volleyballs?
Use a craft stick and corks to create benches for your players and fans!

Add seating for the fans!
GET READY TO BROADCAST!

DID YOU KNOW THAT PRLMAN’S INVENTION ALLOWS YOU TO LIVE STREAM THE BIG GAME WHEN YOU ARE ON THE GO?
SHARE AND PLAY YOUR GAME!
When it comes to invention, the ball is in your court!
When it comes to invention, the ball is in your court!